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On November 22, 2017, Chief Ayiri Emami 
formally handed over the leadership of the 
Itsekiri Regional Development Committee 
(IRDC) to Ambassador Austin Oniyesan at 
the IRDC Secretariat Emiko Street, Warri, 
Delta State in a ceremony witnessed by the 
community members, NGOs and some 
members of the public. 
 
The IRDC which had been inactive for about 
two years due to leadership problems in the 
communities, welcomed the new leadership 
of Ambassador Oniyesan with other ten 
executive members. In his farewell speech, 
the outgoing Chairman, Chief Emami while 
apologizing for the delay in the transition 
process, appreciated the efforts of the 
Itsekiri leaders in ensuring that the RDC 
overcame its challenges. 
  
Responding on behalf of other executive 
members, the new Chairman, Ambassador 
Oniyesan promised to consolidate on the 
successes of the past leaders, by promoting 
massive human capital development 
programmes for the community members 
most especially women and youths, 

improving livelihoods and awarding 
educational scholarships to students from 
primary to post- secondary levels.   
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Itsekiri RDC Inaugurates, Swears-in New Executive Members 

 The outgoing Chairman, Chief Ayiri Emami handing over 
the affairs of the IRDC to the new Chairman, Ambassador 
Austin Oniyesan 

 
Cross section of participants at the event 
 

 
The outgoing Chairman, Chief Ayiri Emami giving his 
speech at the event 

 
Swearing-in of the new EXCO members 
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Communication between Egbema and 
Gbaramatu Communities Development 
Foundation (EGCDF) and her communities 
recently got a boost with the introduction of 
a radio program titled “Egbema Gbaramatu 
Progress” broadcast every Monday 17.00 
hours (5.00pm) Nigerian time on Delta 
Broadcasting Station (DBS Radio) on 89.90 
FM. 
 
 

 
Contemporary community engagement 
models in the oil and gas sector: Lessons 
for other Sectors was the subject of 
discussion at a two- day workshop 
organised by New Nigeria Foundation 
(NNF) with support from Ford Foundation 
on November 2-3, 2017 at Amber 
Residence, GRA, Ikeja, Lagos State. 
 
The workshop which had representatives 
from different organisations such as: 
Federal Ministry of Mines and Steel 
Development, Lagos State Ministry of 
Energy and mineral resources, Ogun State 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Ford 
Foundation, Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs), Chevron Nigeria Limited (CNL), 

 
 
The radio program which had its first edition  
on October 9, 2017 is projected to inform 
and educate listeners especially EGCDF 
communities’ members on the GMOU 
process and most especially the activities of 
the RDC. Some of the highlights of the 
program include: Interview of past and 
present leaders of EGCDF, discussions on 
the activities of the RDC, on the spot 
interview of community members who are 
also beneficiaries of the GMoU process, 
representatives of Government, Chevron 
Nigeria Limited (CNL) and NGOs. 
 
The radio program is a follow on of PPCD 
training conducted for all the RDCs in 2017 
on “Radio presentation and Social media”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
trade organisations etc. discussed the 
different community engagement models 
and agreed that the Global Memorandum of 
Understanding (GMoU), although it has its 
challenges, is still one of the best options for 
engaging communities in the oil industries’ 
areas of operations. 
 
Speaking at the occasion, the Managing 

Director and Chief Executive Officer of NNF, 
Prof. Obafemi Ajibola narrated the series of 
efforts that have been employed in 
community engagements both in the mining 
and oil and gas sectors. He noted that the 
neglect of the community members in the 
activities in their areas has led to series of 
conflicts which ordinarily would have been 
averted. He however said the purpose of 
the two-day program was to provide 
knowledge and experience sharing 
opportunities and identification of good 
practices. The program had speakers such 
as: Mr. Austin Onuoha CEO, Africa Center 
for Corporate Responsibility (ACCR), Mr. 
Brikinn Esimaje, GM (PGPA) Chevron 
Nigeria Limited represented by Mr. Joseph  
Adeyemi and several group discussions on: 
Conflict management, peace building,  

PPDC trains RDCs, CCDCs on Radio Presentation and Social Media…EGCDF Starts 
Radio Programme 
 

Community Engagement: Practitioners Share Experiences 

 

     

  
Cross section of participants at the programme 
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inclusiveness and gender equity, roles of 
different stakeholders, project conception, 
identification and implementation, 
 
 

Morgan Smart Development (MSDF) in 
collaboration with the United Nation 
Development Programme (UNDP) under its 
Niger Delta Biodiversity Programme 
recently organised a ten-day training tagged 
“Sustainable utilization of water hyacinth in 
the Niger Delta” on October 16h -20 and 23 
-27, 2017 for youths from Warri South West, 
Ughelli South and Udu Local Government 
Areas of Delta State at the MSDF Women 
and Youth Resource Centre, Warri, Delta 
State. 
 

involvement of community in company’s 
business etc. 
 
 
 

The workshop which is a new income 
generating avenue for the Niger Delta 
youths was facilitated by Achenyo 
Idachaba, of “Mitimeth”, from Ibadan, Oyo 
State. Twenty-two participants were taught 
different things that can be produced from 
water hyacinth. They include: rope making, 
to production of crafts such as: Key holders, 
pens, foot and table mats, rings, hair and 
neck pieces, bangles and making of window 
blinds and fishing nets from bamboo. At the 
end of the training, they were presented 
with certificates of participation.  

My Perspectives on the GMoU 

 

 

Sustainability: GMoU Process Should Avoid Undesirable Interference---Ebiesuwa

Question: Can you introduce yourself and your role (s) in the GMoU 
process? 

 Answer: I am Prince Philemon Ebiesuwa. The pioneer Chairman of Ilaje 

RDC and I hail from Awoye community, one of the principal communities of 

the GMoU in Ondo State 

Question: Can you assess the GMoU process and tell us how it has 
impacted your   RDC and its communities? 
 
Answer:  The GMoU process has impacted positively on our communities. 

It has bought sustainable development and infrastructures in the communities like town halls, concrete 
walkways that have made movement easier, a Science laboratory in Molutehin to enhance learning of 
science, concrete houses and toilets, health care services etc. Communities have also benefited from the 
quarterly medical programs for the aged, pregnant women and children which are in line with the 

          

Beauty from Waste: MSDF Builds Niger Delta Youths Capacity on Wealth Creation  
 

 
Group photograph of participants at the workshop 

Prince Philemon Ebiesuwa, 
Former Chairman, Ilaje RDC 
 

     

 
Cross view of products designed at the workshop    
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and scholarships for indigent students in secondary and tertiary 
institutions. 
 
Question: How do you think that the community projects should be sustained? 
 
Answer:  One of the ways is to encourage the people to develop maintenance culture, to report any 

damage to projects to the RDC leadership. The RDC should as well set aside funds for repairs. I also 

suggest that concrete walkways should be built because it would last longer than the yearly renovation of 

wooden walkway. Although concrete walkway is capital intensive but it is far better. 

Question: What new areas of development would you want your RDC and even the GMoU to focus 
on in the future? 
 
Answer:  GMoU should focus on concrete sustainable structures that will stand the test of time, but the 

challenge is insufficient funding. 

Question:  How would you assess your RDC projects implementation strategy in the light of the 
new GMoU focus on human development and livelihood?  

 
Answer:  The RDC should concentrate on human capital development. The women are not doing 
anything now, skill acquisitions programmes will help them to improve standard of living and this also 
includes the youths. 
 
Question: How is your RDC faring in soliciting and securing third party and sponsorship support? 
 
Answer:  We are faring well if not for the current interference from Government we have succeeded in 
attracting funds from Ministry of Niger Delta Affairs and OSOPADEC for the building of healthcare facility 
at Ode-Ugbo. 
 
Question: What are the major problems confronting your RDC? 
 
Answer:  The major problem is funding, and another is external interference. Although we have been 
able to achieve a lot even with the little funding but the influence from traditional leaders and government 
will affect the process if care is not taken. GMoU has impacted lives and people perceived it as an 
alternative to government. 
 
Question: What is the future of the GMoU and what should key stakeholders do to ensure 
sustainability of the process? 
 
Answer: The future is bleak as politics is affecting it. If government is allowed to control the process, 
corruption which is endemic in the society, can be introduced into it if care is not taken. CNL should be 
able to stand its ground and the past actors of the process should unite and save it. 
 
Question: PPCD and NGOs have conducted some activities in your RDC. What do you want 
included in their programmes and what other ways can PPCD and other NGOs support your RDC? 
 
Answer:  PPCD and NGOs should advocate to CNL to look at the peculiarity of each RDC and work with 
them accordingly. Some cadres of government officials should be trained on the GMoU process. The 
community leaders, Baales (Chiefs) and other traditional institutions should be trained as well to 
understand their roles in process. 
 
 
 
 
 Our C 

      Our Contact: 

 

Participatory Partnerships for Community Development 
38, Johnson Duku Crescent, Opp. Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) 
Effurun GRA, Warri, Delta State.  
Tel. No: +234 (81) 22015662; +234 (70) 86677032 
E-mail: info@ppcdng.org; ppcdng@gmail.com  
Website: www.ppcdng.org  
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